Abstract

This study carried out in AL-Shifah hospital for communicable disease. The study aims to identify the precaution of nurse's knowledge & practice in infectious disease unit. The sample consists of 20 nurses, chosen in infection disease unit during the period 5th of December 2005 to 5th February 2006. The data collected by using a check list which consist of (21) items for knowledge & (21) items for practice. The result shows that there is a lack in knowledge & practices of nurses about precaution which will be doing in infectious disease unit. The result shows a significant difference in both knowledge & practice with regard to the variables (the age of nurses & level of education). According to the above result, the research recommends the necessary preparing an educational program for the nurses in order to develop their knowledge & practice about precaution & training the all nurses' staff the advance technique in nursing science related to infectious disease.
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